VIRTUAL

STRENGTHS
Training Program

FOCUS ON STRENGTHS EVERY DAY FOR:

3X

Quality of life

6X

Engagement at work

21% Better productivity

LEAD THROUGH STRENGTHS
VIRTUAL (LIVE) TRAINING

StrengthsFinder Start: Pre-Work & Assessment
Live Virtual Training Event (2 hours)
Digital Strengths Activation Course (12 Weeks)
Outcome: Maximize Current & Future Performance

STRENGTHSFINDER START

How does it work?
Participants complete the 40-minute StrengthsFinder assessment (also called
CliftonStrengths), which reveals each person's natural talents. Standard events
come with the survey that reveals each person's top 5 talent themes.
Participants also watch pre-work videos to get started with strengths-thinking
before the event. We provide logistics resources and StrengthsFinder
completion reports to keep the pre-event phase running smoothly.

What do you learn?
Participants learn their Top 5 talents. They mark up their reports and look
for descriptions that resonate strongly for them. With each StrengthsFinder
purchase, you also receive access to personalized reports.
Participants learn the premise behind strengths based development in the
pre-work video. This helps us keep the "live" time together active (AKA not a
one-way lecture), and helps them internalize the concepts as they build on
them over time.

What's the Pre-Event Process Like?

For participants?
Short pre-work videos break
the learning into bite sized
pieces so they can attend the
event feeling further along.

For sponsors?
We provide easy-to-follow
logistics processes, emails
for participants, and
instructions to send to
attendees so that you can
save time.

LIVE VIRTUAL TRAINING EVENT

How does it work?
Your virtual training is delivered via live video feed. The facilitator is on camera
so that participants can meet the person delivering (and so that it doesn't feel
like one of those boring webinars where people read slides).

What do you learn?
UNCOVER YOUR TALENTS

- How your strengths zone brings you ease, enjoyment, and excellence at work.
- Ways to own and amplify your strengths at work. Identify key "Yucks and
Yays" that put you in and out of your zone of genius.
ACTIVATE YOUR TALENTS

- Align strengths to your role and career brand. Explore situations that
"Honor or Insult" your natural talents so you can respond at your best.
- Use self-awareness strategies for discussing your talents (what makes
them feel "Starved or Fed") with your manager, direct-reports, & teammates.

What's the Training Like?
Strengths: Power & Shadow Side

Rich Conversation & Application

Active Engagement That Most Expect
Only From In-Person Events
Learn more about our
virtual training approach

STRENGTHS ACTIVATION COURSE

How does it work?
Through the 12-week online activation course, you'll deepen application and
form a strengths habit. Each week, you'll receive an email with a tool, video,
or worksheet to help you apply strengths to a new situation at work.

What do you learn?
Use strengths spotting techniques to unleash your natural talents so you can
contribute at your peak. You'll identify situations that "honor and insult" your
talents. You'll explore what makes your talents feel "starved and fed" so you
can focus on keeping them nourished at work.
Look at the past, present, and future to identify your typical fuels and drains
at work. Align your fuels to corporate contributions, and use job-shaping
techniques to reframe responsibilities that formerly put you in your
weakness zone.
Learn to make agreements that honor your strengths, maximize outputs, and
improve influence. Build awareness of "yucks and yays" in your average week
so you can get more time in your strengths zone.

What's the Activation Course Like?
Videos build on course content
Worksheets offer practical
exercises aimed at performance

Strengths-specific resources
help you invest in each talent

